2000 hyundai sonata starter

Hyundai Sonata owners have reported 59 problems related to starter under the electrical system
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Hyundai Sonata based on all problems reported for the
Sonata. Tl the contact owns a Hyundai Sonata. The contact stated that while driving
approximately 45 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The contact stated several attempts
were needed to restart the vehicle. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic to be
diagnosed. The contact wa informed that the started needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired however, the failure recurred. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The
failure mileage was , See all problems of the Hyundai Sonata. This car has a mind of it on when I
turn on heat the radio station goes static very bad engine light keep coming on go to dealership
they keep on reset instead of fixing it yesterday my starter burn out. Just out the blue with no
warning sign it was going out. My Sonata will not start when temp drops below 20 deg f. It has
happened 3 times this winter and when it warms back up to 40 to 50 degree it will start. When I
turn the key on all the lights on the dash light up like normal. I can move hear selector and turn
wheel. But the starter will not engage nothing is heard not a click or a shirt. Is this common
problem?. Driving in light rain on normal pavement st louis county. Approached stop sign at
end of steep hill. Applied brakes lightly and well in advance but car was not stopping. Realized
that engine had stopped so nothing was working. Car began shaking violently as if brakes were
trying to grab. Finally came to a stop in the middle of intersection - fortunately nobody was in
front of us are attempting to cross intersection in other direction. Car was completely dead.
Tried to restart but nothing. Had to move car so tried to start again - starter did not crank at all,
but suddenly engine was running as if it had never stopped and all power was restored. Drove
immediately to dealer thinking it was something to do with engine recall. Was able to get to the
dealership about 5 miles away with no incident. After 3 days of being at dealer we were told that
something in the brake fluid "module" had broken lose and brake fluid leaked into wire harness
causing extreme corrosion. They believe the engine never actually stopped running, but rather
the electrical signal was momentarily interrupted due to the corrosion. We did not have car
repaired. Dealership said they would send it to auction. This car must to be pulled off the road
as it is a hazard to anyone who purchases it, even "as is". I am reporting here to insure that it is
indeed taken out of service. We could have been killed or seriously injured. Wife drives about 35
miles per day and it could have easily happened while she was driving to work. My car would no
longer start. I received a jump. The car started. It would not start again. I let it run 40 mins. I shut
it off; tried to start the car back up; and it would not start. I received a third jump, it started, and I
took my battery to get tested. The battery was fine. We went to jump it again, and we could not
get it to start. I had it towed. After inspection, the battery tested as fine for a 2nd time. It was
believed that the started needed to be replaced. A different mechanic came out for the started
replacement but wanted to run some additional tests due to this being a common Sonata issue.
He jumped the car and immediately it started by bypassing the break. He tested the battery 3rd
time --passed. I took the car to the dealership where they required another diagnostic. The
dealership claims there a bad battery, despite it having passed 3x prior and would not do
anything further because they say its a bad battery and nothing else--despite me consistently
telling them the car has had electrical issues since purchased cpo and this being a [google-able
and] very common issue with the Sonata. Less than 3 months ago, I experienced a common
issue with the brake lights not turning off as well. The - Sonatas are ridden with electrical issues
that Hyundai is covering up, and this needs to be recalled. Acceleration problems car stop on
me I got my car towed no codes or nothing showed up try to start car at shop smelled a burning
smell needs new starter new starter repaired. Couple of days later I stop for a update entire
engine gone will call Hyundai tomorrow I have two kids and this is horrible. My sockets
constantly melt , the connector for my starter melted and my car would not start Hyundai
wanted me to pay thousands to replace my wire harness when they are aware have electrical
issues, also my lights do not turn off I have to unhook my battery every time I get out of my car.
My brake lights do not turn off while driving so nobody knows if im stopping or notand every
Hyundai I see seems to have the same problem. I know it is a defect that they do not want to
claim. I have had my engine replaced, also my brakes go bad extremely fast due to an issue with
my axles that were mysteriously replace a month before I bought the car but they wont cover
me because im a second owner. Having problems with the start button; key not detective. Tried
changing the battery in the fob, but failed. Checked the fuse, main battery, alternator, and
starter. Everything is fine. Vehicle was stationary. The first time I went out to start my vehicle
and it wouldn't start while in my driveway. They would reimburse me after the fact. I played
dumb and had it towed to them but reported it to Hyundai corporate. Then Hyundai of freehold
admitted there was a recall on my vehicle and they would give me a new engine. The second
time I was coming out of the college from a night class and it wouldn't start. I called them the

next morning and they said the same thing we won't pay for the tow we will reimburse you. They
knew by the second time around that I had purchased a third party warranty so either way they
wouldn't be stuck with the bill. I had it towed by the third party and paid the difference as the
first time. This time they said it was the starter. Now here I am a few months later. And I go out
to my car and the car isn't starting again. Should I bother to call them and ask them if they will
pay for the tow this time? Please help?! I can't afford to wait until my third party warranty is up
for them to fix the problem or give me a vehicle of the same value mins the problems. It's
literally been one thing after another since I bought the car. And forget about asking for a
loaner!. While the vehicle was parked with the engine running, an electrical burning odor was
present and smoke was seen from under the hood. The vehicle was towed to an independent
mechanic who diagnosed that the starter was faulty and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired, but the check engine warning indicator remained illuminated. The manufacturer and
local dealer rodgers Hyundai, michigan Ave, chicago, IL were notified of the failure. Sonata
recall: well for starters I almost got hit by a 18 wheeler because the car shut off on the interstate
while I was driving. Lucky I was to get the car to the side of the road but it hit the side rail
because I couldnt get it to stop. Now the car will not start at all. All of the lights came on at once
and it scared me to death because my kids were in the car with me. I drove my Hyundai Sonata
on the highway, while trying to accelerate my vehicle to match the flow of traffic I noticed that
the vehicle would not accelerate past 40 mph. I pulled my vehicle over to the break down lane
and engaged hazard lights. I released the hood latch and opened hood to engine compartment. I
saw smoke and could smell burning plastic. I checked my oil levels and did a quick inspection
of fluid levels. When I tried to restart my car the vehicle would not start. I had the car towed to a
mechanic, the mechanic stated that the starter was burned out. He replaced the starter and
when attempting to start the car the new starter began to smoke as well. He stated that it was
good that I pull the car over so quickly cause the car could have caught on fire. This happened
recently and he has stated it will require further investigation but he is pretty sure the engine
has seized. New engine and starter under recall by Hyundai dealership in montgomery, al. I pick
my car up no one in service is in my radio bluetooth ac won't work and they all worked prior! I
had no clue my tires are fairly new. Tire exploded leaving dent in my car. Dealt with service
manager rude and denied any fault before ever looking at car insisting they weren't to blame.
How would he know if he hasn't ever even looked at it? Calls cars ready. I ask if everythings
fixed and what was wrong with it? Car wont start problems cycloids not firing and fuel injector
too!. While driving 30 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was towed to an
independent mechanic to be diagnosed. The contact was informed that the starter needed to be
replaced and there was no oil in the engine. The vehicle was repaired, but the failure recurred.
The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Car was
parked. No prior warning lights or indicators had previously come on. Went to start car, all
lights on dashboard flashed on and off but vehicle would not start. Popped hood and found
gray foam corrosion on positive battery terminal and main fuse on terminal blown. Multiple
attempts to start vehicle failed and vehicle would not start. Had vehicle towed to Hyundai dealer
in albany, NY. Dealer diagnosed vehicle as needing new battery, fuse duh! I have not in 30 years
had a starter and battery need to be replaced at same time. This is a Hyundai battery too, not
aftermarket. This will be the second time in 18 months that my car has not started and needed
to be towed to the dealership. They stated it was the electrical issues with the push starter.
Cheap parts, expensive labor and a lemon of a car with 13 recalls and not even k miles on the
car. I would like for Hyundai to look into this electrical issue and why this keeps happening, as
I've seen other owners post about it. The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start
intermittently. The vehicle was taken to serra Hyundai center point pkwy, birmingham, al , where
it was diagnosed that the starter was faulty. The starter was replaced, but the failure continued.
The failure mileage was approximately 42, When the contact attempted to use the key fob, it
failed to open any of the doors on the vehicle. Also, the vehicle failed to start. There were no
warning indicators illuminated. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic where it was
diagnosed that the starter failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The
vehicle was not taken to a dealer. The manufacturer was not contacted. The approximate failure
mileage was 67, Had to get 3 starters and 2 batteries for this vehicle do to the ignition being
bad. And we just figured it out. It's would start and go. But over time it would give out and I've
been stranded a couple of time with this problem. I own a Hyundai Sonata se 2. I have
encountered no issues with engine stalling or hesitation. Tuesday morning troy, the service
technician, called to inform me that the car needed a starter. I read numerous forums where
consumers reference starter malfunction at low mileage. Clearly, there is an ongoing issue with
the starter on this vehicle. The manufacturer should take responsibility and replace the starters
at no cost to the consumer. While driving in the city heading to the store the car just shuts right

off and starts smoking I tried to restart it but still wouldn't start so I installed new battery tried to
restart again ,but when I did I saw smoke come out from the engine again,the smoke smelled
electrical so believe it was a bad starter part made out of plastic. One morning on my way to
work, I placed the key in the ignition switch and tried to start the vehicle, but it would not start. I
turned the key over several times and it finally started up. This happened on several different
occasions whether I was at home, work, or anywhere in public. I thought it was the starter based
on my experience with other vehicles and I was going to have it replaced. Then I started having
issues getting into the car. I would try to unlock the driver's door with the key and it would not
unlock the first time. I would have to unlock it again essentially unlocking all of the doors and
then they would lock. I also started having issues locking the car doors from inside the car. I
would press the lock switch on the driver's door and all of the doors would lock except for the
driver's door. It only locks if I manually push the lock switch. I decided to research the issue so I
went and read some online discussion boards. There were hundreds of people who had the
same issue and I figured that perhaps it was a bad sensor so I took the car to a Hyundai dealer. I
asked them to diagnose the problem and they came back and said that the electrical system
needed to be replaced. They told me that eventually I would not be able to use the key and that I
might not be able to get in the car or start it again because of this issue. On a separate issue,
whenever it rains water gets in the trunk gate. When I lift the trunk gate up water comes running
down into the trunk. I have had to lift it up one quarter, then half way, then three quarters way
allowing water to run down along the track and out of the trunk gate. If I am luck only a handful
of water ever makes it into the trunk. The contact owns a Hyundai Sonata. The contact
experienced issues starting the vehicle. The vehicle was diagnosed as needing a new starter.
The warning lights did not illuminate. The manufacturer was notified. The vehicle was not under
warranty according to Hyundai. The vehicle was at the dealer and the part was not ordered. The
failure mileage was unknown. All dashboard lights are turning on. The car loses power steering.
The car will at times not turn on. This happened a few months after I purchased the car. Hyundai
can't seem to find the problem. The problem eventually goes away by itself for a few months
and reappears again. We had the fuel sensor and battery replaced. They said my alternator and
starter is still good. The car never stalled during driving only looses power steering which can
be dangerous while driving. We noticed when we adjust the steering wheel up and down, it
cleared the issue for a few months as well. I believe Hyundai Sonatas are experiencing electrical
issues. I read online other owners having the same issue. When you turn the key over
everything comes on and everything works except the starter. I have replaced 3 starters and the
car doesn't even have , miles on it. I turned the car off outside of the store. I came back out
turned the key and nothing. I was stranded again! I'm thinking it's something else. While the
vehicle was stopped in traffic, the engine stalled and all the warning lights illuminated. The
vehicle was not able to restart. The vehicle was towed to a dealer where it was diagnosed that
the alternator and starter failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired; however,
the vehicle failed to start. The vehicle was taken to another dealer where it was diagnosed that
the engine failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage
was approximately 45, The VIN was not available. I went to turn my car on the other day and it
wouldn't turn on and just made a hissing sound as I turned the key. Went to the auto parts store
to have my starter tested and it failed on the diagnostic right away. I need my started fixed and
replaced so my car doesn't die on the freeway! While driving 45mph I experience my steering
wheel shaking and it leaves the vehicle hard to control and it pulls to the right. I then started to
experience my car not starting after sitting for not even 5 minutes and this has been occurring
for 2 days. I took my car to the local dealership and was advised that I needed to replace the
starter lever and steering coupler. Both of these are common defects of this model and has
been recalled in the past. I called Hyundai today and was told that I am now responsible for the
cost of the repairs regardless of what happened in the past. A complaint has been filed with the
bbb as well. This is a major safety issue on this vehicle and the manufacture needs to do a
better job at building these parts. Bought car new , at 30, mile starter replaced [ could not turn
key in ignition]. That was covered by warranty. At 63, miles igntion went [ again unable to turn
key to start car ] and I was stranded with vehicle. Credit toward next repair. With my age and
being widowed I really would like to feel confident that this car is going to be safe for me. I just
don't think with the amount of mileage that these problems should have existed. Are they using
inferior parts??. The contact stated that the vehicle stalled without warning. The contact had to
coast the vehicle over to the side of the road and was able to restart the vehicle. The vehicle
was taken to an independent mechanic who diagnosed that there was a catastrophic motor
failure and that the dealer needed to provide a repair. The vehicle was kept at the dealer for
longer than two months. The dealer replaced the part for the recall repair, but the failure
recurred. The contact was informed that the motor and starter needed to be replaced. The

failure mileage was not available. Car would not start. Starter lever failed. This is known issue
as stated by tow driver, Hyundai rep, and hundreds of owners complaining of this exact issue
on internet. Occurred just out of warranty. Car will not start or shift out of gear. C code. Internal
short in brake switch. Car will not start. Shift lever knob repl. Repl left front axle assembly.
Jolting sensation like someone hit from behind. Code ptransm range sensor malf. Shift lever
cable. Told me I was over 70k. Indicated I was under 70k when I made this appt. Mgr waived
cost. Tail lamp also melted. Hesitation during acceleration. Declined accurate auto to look
further as car is still under warranty so I will take it to hub. It improved. Severe hesitation-almost
rear-ended â€”felt like it would stall tech noticed. Informed accurate the car was still under
warranty so I will take it to hub. Hesitation improved. Unable to duplicate hesitation. Hesitation
occurred when leaving. Drive side brake light is out. Hesitation worse-felt as if it would stall!
Eventually replace tail lamp assembly. Declined for accurate to do further testing on the
hesitation as the car was still under warranty so I will take it back to hub. To date, still does not
run smooth. On a couple of separate incidents, the gear disappear. I was driving on d, the gear
was on d, but after several miles the gear disappear. I pulled over to park the car, I put the car
on reverse, but the gear was not visible. I turned the car off and turned it back on, I could see
the gear then. This has happened a couple of times. A couple of weeks after this happened, the
car did not start at all. The car ended up starting after it was towed to the dealership. Apart from
this issue I've been at the dealership for several other issues. Starter, axles, the key ignition
switch, sensors, etc. It's been very time consuming and expensive. My car won't start. It sounds
like it tries to start then all you hear is the starter spinning. I had my vehicle towed to the
nearest Hyundai dealership. The service advisor at the dealership explained that the starter
lever arm need to be replaced. The plastic part is known to be faulty, and Hyundai refuses to
perform a recall to replace the plastic part with a metal part. I am a second owner, and have 75k
miles on my vehicle; therefore I do not have a warranty on the part. Car Problems. Starter
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